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Abstract. The present study aimed to evaluate the impact
caused by the 2016 World Health Organization (WHO)
diagnostic classification of gliomas in 139 patients studied in
Argentina. Formalin‑fixed paraffin‑embedded tissues were
used for histological and immunohistochemical analysis [glial
fibrillary acidic protein, KI67, synaptophysin and isocitrate
dehydrogenase (IDH)1‑R132H]. DNA from formalin‑fixed
paraffin‑embedded tissues was used for molecular analysis:
1p/19q co‑deletion and mutation status of the IDH gene. These
experiments were performed by direct Sanger sequencing and
multiplex ligation‑dependent probe amplification. According
to the new classification, diagnoses included oligodendro‑
glioma IDH‑mutant and 1p/19q co‑deletion (4.20%), anaplastic
oligodendroglioma IDH‑mutant and 1p/19q co‑deletion
(2.52%), diffuse astrocytoma IDH‑mutant (6.72%), diffuse
astrocytoma IDH‑wild type (1.68%), anaplastic astrocytoma
IDH‑mutant (5.04%), anaplastic astrocytoma IDH‑wild type
(8.40%), glioblastoma IDH‑mutant (5.88%) and glioblastoma
IDH‑wild type (65.56%). Regarding tumor histology, 60% of
oligodendrogliomas, 35% of astrocytoma and 100% of
unclassified gliomas were re‑classified, while glioblastomas
maintained their initial classification. Additionally, the present
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study evaluated the prognostic value of the histological grade
for the 2007 and 2016 WHO classifications of gliomas. The
histological subgroup associated with longer overall survival
(OS) was grade II glioma (OS‑2007WHO, 35.6 months; and
OS‑2016WHO, 47.7 months). Glioblastoma was the subgroup
associated with a poor outcome (OS‑2007WHO, 10.4 months;
and OS‑2016WHO, 11.1 months). The present study evaluated
the OS of tumor grade subgroups with respect to their IDH
status. For all subgroups, IDH‑mutant tumors were associ‑
ated with an improved prognosis compared with IDH‑wild
type tumors. The results suggested that the incorporation of
molecular biomarkers in the new WHO classification improves
tumor characterization and prognostic value of the subgroups.
Introduction
Gliomas comprise a very heterogeneous group of primary
tumors of the central nervous system (CNS), originally classi‑
fied according to their histological similarity or the supposed
origin of non‑neoplastic glial cells (1). The common presenta‑
tion of gliomas includes seizures, cranial nerve palsies, visual
field defects, language dysfunction, or increased intracranial
pressure. Gliomas are considered to originate from glial
(progenitor) or stem cells that develop glial characteristics.
Most gliomas are characterized by diffuse inﬁltrative growth
of tumor cells in the preexisting parenchyma of the CNS (2).
Gliomas are traditionally divided into two main categories:
Diffuse gliomas (DGs) and non‑diffuse gliomas (NDGs) (3).
DGs are one of the most frequent primary neoplasms (4).
They represent approximately 81% of all malignant brain
tumors and have a high mortality and morbidity rate (5). In
these tumors, the degree of malignancy is assigned based
on pathological features (6). The main classes of DGs are
astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, oligoastrocytomas and
glioblastoma multiforme, and are classified according to the
criteria of the World Health Organization (WHO) as grades II,
III or IV (6,7).
In 2016, WHO updated its classification and incorporated
the detection of distinctive molecular alterations to traditional
histological methods (8). The use of ‘integrated’ phenotypic
and genotypic parameters for classification added greater
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objectivity in the diagnostic process (9). This has allowed
defining more biologically homogeneous diagnostic entities,
leading to better patient management and more precise indica‑
tions of response to treatment. The 2016 WHO classification
of DGs has incorporated two molecular biomarkers: The
mutation status of the isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) gene
(the IDH1 (codon 132) and IDH2 (codon 172) genes) and
the presence or absence of the 1p/19q co‑deletion (complete
deletion of both the short arm of chromosome 1 and the
long arm of chromosome 19) (10). When these molecular
biomarkers could not be performed, the term NOS (not other‑
wise specified) should be added to indicate that the study has
been inconclusive (8,11). The new glioma classification allows
differentiating astrocytomas and glioblastomas according
to the IDH1 or IDH2 mutation status and allows diagnosing
tumors with 1p/19q co‑deletion and IDH1 or IDH2 mutation
as oligodendrogliomas (Fig. 1).
The IDH status (mutant or wild type) is very relevant for
the diagnosis of gliomas. The most common variant (~88%)
is a substitution of the amino acid Arginine to Histidine
in codon 132 of the IDH1 gene (IDH1‑R132H) (12). Less
common variants such as R132C, R132M, and R132K, as well
as a substitution in the IDH2 gene (R172H, R172C, R172M
and others), have also been described (13). The IDH status
allows identifying a subgroup of glial tumors that have a better
survival prognosis (14).
The presence of the 1p/19q co‑deletion is associated with
greater survival and better response to chemotherapy (15).
This co‑deletion is observed mainly in oligodendrogliomas,
and is useful to minimize the diagnosis of oligoastrocytomas,
which are tumors exhibiting mixed histology (16). The WHO
classification discourages this diagnosis as molecular genetic
analyses have proved to be efficient to re‑classify them.
In this study, we analyzed and evaluated This study aimed
to evaluate the impact caused by the new diagnostic classi‑
fication of gliomas in a series of cases studied in Argentina.
In addition, we considered the possible associations between
erroneous tumor classification, histological characteristics and
survival data.
Materials and methods
Glioma samples and patient characteristics. A retrospective
study of 139 cases of glial tumors was performed. Biopsy
samples were obtained from archives of the Department of
Pathological Anatomy, Emergency Hospital ‘Dr Clemente
Alvarez’ (HECA) and Center for Pathological Diagnosis SRL
(Gamma Group), Rosario, Santa Fe, Argentina. Inclusion
criteria were adult patients undergoing a glial tumor biopsy
between January 2015 and December 2017, with compat‑
ible histological diagnosis of DG, complete medical history,
minimum follow‑up of 24 months, and sufficient quantity and
quality of material to perform molecular studies. Exclusion
criteria were: Children, patients with histological diagnosis
of NDG, midline glioma location, incomplete clinical history,
presence of more than one primary cancer or post‑mortem
diagnosis and cases without enough material to perform all
molecular studies. The variables included in the study were:
The patient's age, the patient's sex, the date of diagnosis and
the date of death. The degree of resection and the radiological

variables of the surgical resection were not studied because
it was not the objective of this work. Data on the Karnofsky
performance status, type of surgery, location of the tumor
and first‑line treatment could not be obtained for most of
the patients. For all cases, formalin‑fixed paraffin‑embedded
tumor tissue was available for pathological and immunohis‑
tochemical analyses. The tumors included in this study were
typed and graded according to the WHO 2007 classification.
Histological analysis and immunohistochemistry (IHC)
staining. Formalin‑fixed paraffin‑embedded tissue was used
for histological and immunohistochemical analysis. All the
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)‑stained slides were revised
by two independent neuropathologists, who made consensus
diagnoses. These pathologists were kept blind to the results of
the molecular genetic analysis.
Based on the resemblance of the tumor cells with
non‑neoplastic glial cells (astrocytes, oligodendroglial cells),
most DGs can be typed as astrocytic, oligodendroglial, or
mixed oligoastrocytic tumors (17). Astrocytes are stellate
cells with an oval‑to‑elongate nucleus and scant eosinophilic
cytoplasm (17). The astrocytic phenotype can be identified
by Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunohisto‑
chemical staining. Oligodendroglial cells are characterized
by a round nucleus with a dense chromatin pattern and a
perinuclear halo and lack of staining for GFAP (2). Mixed
oligoastrocytomas have neoplastic glial cells with morpho‑
logical characteristics of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.
Regarding the diagnosis of neuroendocrine tumors, immu‑
nohistochemical staining of synaptophysin, an integral
membrane glycoprotein produced in the presynaptic vesicles
of neurons, can be used as a biomarker for the neuronal
differentiation of DGs (18,19).
According to the 2007 WHO classification, DGs are graded
as grade II (low grade), grade III (anaplastic) or grade IV
(glioblastoma). This grading of DGs is based on histological
features such as nuclear atypia, mitotic activity, necrosis, and
microvascular proliferation. The presence of necrosis and/or
microvascular proliferation leads to a diagnosis of glioblas‑
toma. In this context, since Ki‑67 is a biomarker to determine
cell proliferation, the Ki‑67 labeling index (fraction of
Ki‑67‑positive tumor cells) is often correlated with the clinical
course of cancer and increases with the malignancy grade
(<5% in low‑grade tumors, 5‑10% in anaplastic gliomas and
>10% in glioblastomas) (2,20). Automated IHC was performed
on 5‑µm‑thick formalin‑fixed paraffin‑embedded sections
with an avidin‑biotin‑peroxidase complex on Benchmark XT
(Ventana Medical System Inc.), using the Ventana Kit including
DAB reagent to search for the expression of GFAP (1:50,
clone EP672Y, Cell Marque), Ki‑67 (1:50 clone 30‑9, Ventana
Medical Systems), Synaptophysin (1:50, clone MRQ‑40, Cell
Marque) and IDH1‑R132H (1:40, clone H09, Dianova GmbH).
Assays were performed according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Negative controls were carried out ommitting
the primary antibody. The level of Ki‑67 expression was
defined semiquantitatively according to the fraction of positive
nuclear staining and was scored as high (>5% positive nuclear
staining) or low (<5% nuclear staining). The semiquantitative
evaluation was done by two neuropathologists blinded to all
patient's details.
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Figure 1. Simplified algorithm for integrated diagnosis of diffuse gliomas (2016 World Health Organization classification). IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase.

Molecular assays
Tumoral DNA extraction. Five 5 µm‑thick unstained sections
were cut from the paraffin block. The area(s) with the highest
density of tumor cells was identified by microscopic examina‑
tion and marked on the H&E‑stained slide. The areas of tumor
were required to contain more than 80% of tumor cells. This
cut‑off value (minimum ratio of tumor cells to normal cells)
was chosen based on the allelic ratios observed in specimens
with different tumor/normal ratios, and reported by other
researchers (21). If necessary, tissue dissection was performed
and the H&E‑stained slide served as a guide. Sections were
deparaffinized by incubations at room temperature in xylene
for 5 min, 100% ethanol for 5 min, and dried for 30 min while
protected from dust.
DNA was released from the tissue fragment by incuba‑
tion in a proteinase K solution, prepared from kit components
according to the manufacturer's instructions (Roche
Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), for 8 h at 56˚C followed by
60 min at 90˚C to inactivate proteinase K. DNA was isolated by
a DNA Sample Preparation kit (Roche Diagnostics,), according
to the manufacturer's instructions. The DNA extract was stored
at ‑20˚C until used in aliquots.
Multiplex ligation‑dependent probe amplification (MLPA).
This is a technique by which multiple different sequences
corresponding to specific known genomic regions can be
targeted in a single, semi‑quantitative polymerase chain reac‑
tion (PCR)‑based experiment (22). We used the MLPA SALSA
P088‑C2 kit (MRC‑Holland) and performed the MLPA
analysis according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
Briefly, DNA (100 to 200 ng) was denatured and subsequently
cooled to 25˚C. After adding the probe mix and hybridization
buffer, the sample was denatured, and the probes were allowed
to hybridize (16 h at 60˚C). After ligation of both probe pairs
(15 min at 54˚C) and inactivation of ligase (5 min at 98˚C), PCR
was performed by adding the polymerase master mix, using
the Applied Biosystems Veriti 96‑well thermal cycler (Applied
Biosystems), followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for
30 sec, annealing at 60˚C for 30 sec, and extension at 72˚C for
60 sec, with a final extension of 20 min at 72˚C. For capillary

electrophoresis, a mixture of 1 µl product amplification, 0.2 µl
weight marker (LIZ 500), and 9 µl of HiDi formamide, dena‑
tured for 3 min at 90˚C, was used for each patient on an ABI
310 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) using a 36‑cm
capillary with POP4 resin. Separation and quantification were
performed with a 1.6‑kV injection voltage and a 15‑sec injec‑
tion time. Data were analyzed using the Coffalyser software,
as proposed by MRC‑Holland in the MLPA General Protocol
version MDP‑V007. This analysis comprised three stages: The
record of fragments, a comparative analysis and analysis of the
Coffalyser score. In each set of MLPA experiments, in addi‑
tion to the tumor samples to be analyzed, we included at least
three normal control DNA samples for data processing.
PCR amplification and direct sequencing. The genomic regions
spanning the R132 codon of the IDH1 gene and the R172 codon
of the IDH2 gene were amplified and sequenced (23). PCR
ampliﬁcation was performed using 50 ng of genomic DNA,
0.5 µmol of each primer (IDH1.F: 5'‑CGGTCTTCAGAGAAG
CCATT‑3' and IDH1.R: 5'‑GCAAAATCACATTATTGCCAA
C‑3'; IDH2.F: 5'‑AGCCCAT CAT CTG CAA AAAC‑3' and
IDH2.R: 5'‑CTAGGCGAGGAGCTCCAGT‑3'), 1X HotStarTaq
Plus Master Mix Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden Germany) in a total
volume of 20 µl. The reaction mixture was subjected to an
initial denaturation of 95˚C for 5 min, followed by 40 cycles
of ampliﬁcation consisting of denaturation at 95˚C for 40 sec,
annealing at 55˚C for 40 sec and extension 72˚C for 1 min.
The PCR products were purified (NucleoSpin Gen and PCR
Clean‑up) and sequenced in both sense and antisense directions
by using the BigDye Terminator version 1.1 Cycle Sequencing
kit (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Sequencing products were purified (ZR DNA
Sequencing Clean‑up kit, Zymo Research) and analyzed on ABI
310 (Applied Biosystems). The sequence electropherograms
were analyzed by using Sequencing Analysis Software 6 (Life
Technologies). Each case was classified as either positive or
negative for the IDH mutation based on the sequencing results.
Statistical analysis. The principal endpoint was overall
survival (OS), defined as the length of time from the glioma
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diagnosis to the patient's death or last follow up. OS analysis
was performed using the Kaplan‑Meier estimator and the
log‑rank test for group comparison. Analyses were conducted
using the MedCalc Statistical Software version 19.1 (MedCalc
Software bv; https://www.medcalc.org; 2019) (24).
Results
Patient characteristics. Data from 139 patients with operated
glial tumors were collected in the period from 2005 to 2017
(Table I). According to the exclusion criteria, 20 cases were
ruled out. In this series of 119 patients, 65% were male and
35% female, with a median age of 52 years (22‑80 years) and
55 years (23‑83 years), respectively. A great majority of cases
(91/119, 76%) were 55 years or older.
2007 WHO classification for gliomas. According to the 2007
WHO classification, these 119 cases were classified as follows:
17 astrocytomas (grade II: 5; grade III: 9; grade III/IV: 3), 11
unclassified gliomas (grade II: 6; grade III: 1; grade III/IV: 4),
73 glioblastomas, 15 oligodendrogliomas (grade II: 6;
grade III: 9), one oligoastrocytoma grade II, and two samples
in which gliosis or low grade glioma could not be distinguished
(Fig. S1). All samples were suitable for molecular studies.
Molecular assays of gliomas. These studies showed IDH1
mutation in 26 tumors (p.R132H: 25; p.R132C: 1), IDH2 muta‑
tion in three tumors (p.R172K: 1, p.R172G: 1, p.R172C: 1) and
1p/19q co‑deletion in eight tumors (6.72%).
The p.R132H‑IDH1 mutation, occurring in approximately
90% of cases, was detected by all the methods performed
(IHC, MLPA and sequencing), the p.R132C‑IDH1 and
p.R172K‑IDH2 mutations were detected by two methods
(MLPA and sequencing), and the p.R172G and p.R172C muta‑
tions of the IDH2 gene were detected only by sequencing.
These results indicate the importance of the accurate choice of
methods used for the detection of IDH mutations, especially in
young patients (Table I).
2016 WHO classification for gliomas. The molecular reclassi‑
fication allowed dividing DGs into eight subgroups according
to the IDH mutations and 1p/19q co‑deletion (Table II). Based
on the new updated WHO classification, the 119 cases were
reclassified in: Five oligodendrogliomas IDH‑mutant, 1p/19q
co‑deleted (4.20%), three anaplastic oligodendrogliomas
IDH‑mutant, 1p/19q co‑deleted (2.52%), eight diffuse astrocy‑
tomas IDH‑mutant (6.72%), two diffuse astrocytomas IDH‑wild
type (1.68%), six anaplastic astrocytomas IDH‑mutant
(5.04%), 10 anaplastic astrocytomas IDH‑wild type (8.40%),
seven glioblastomas IDH‑mutant (5.88%), and 78 glioblas‑
tomas IDH‑wild type (65.56%). In 32 cases (27%), diagnosis
changed (Fig. 2; Table SI). Regarding tumor histology, 60%
of oligodendrogliomas, 35% of astrocytomas and 100% of
unclassified gliomas were re‑classified, while glioblastomas
maintained their initial classification (Table SI). Regarding the
tumor grade, 18.5% of samples changed; almost all of them
(95%) increased their grade from II to III (Table SI).
Prognostic value of the histological and tumor grade. We
also evaluated the prognostic value of the histological grade

Table I. Patient characteristics.
Variable
Factors
Age, median (range), years
Sex (male/female), n (%)
Immunostaining and molecular
alterations
Ki67 >5%, n (%)
IDH‑mutant, n (%)
IDH‑mutant (IHC), n
IDH‑mutant (MLPA), n
IDH‑mutant (sequence), n
1p/19q codeletion, n (%)

Value
52 (22‑80)
78/41 (65.0/35.0)
105/119 (88.2)
29/119 (24.4)
24/29
27/29
29/29
8/119 (6.7)

IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase gene; IHC, immunohistochemistry
assay; MLPA, multiplex ligation‑dependent probe amplification.

(Fig. 3). Both the 2007 and 2016 WHO classifications of
gliomas had a prognostic value for the main OS in all groups.
Diffuse astrocytomas IDH‑wild type were not included due
to the low number of cases. The histological subgroup asso‑
ciated with longer OS was grade II glioma (OS‑2007 WHO:
35.6 months and OS‑2016 WHO: 46.8 months). In contrast,
grade IV glioma (glioblastoma) was the subgroup associated
with the poorer outcome (OS‑2007 WHO: 10.4 months and
OS‑2016 WHO: 11.1 months).
We next evaluated the OS of tumor grade subgroups
with respect to their IDH status (Fig. 4A). For all subgroups,
IDH‑mutant (IDH‑mut) tumors were associated with a better
prognosis than IDH‑wild‑type (IDH‑wt) tumors (grade II:
OS‑IDH‑mut: 46.8 months vs. OS‑IDH‑wt: 22.0 months;
grade III: Subgroups OS‑IDH‑mut: 41.3 months vs.
OS‑IDH‑wt: 12.8 months; grade IV: OS‑IDH‑mut: 17.4 months
vs. OS‑IDH‑wt: 10.2 months). These results validated the size
and representativeness of each glioma molecular subgroup
for future studies. Based on these OS results, we were able to
reclassify the tumor grades according to the OS as: Grade IV
(OS: 10.5 months) for anaplastic astrocytoma IDH‑wt and glio‑
blastoma IDH‑wt, grade III (OS: 17.4 months) for glioblastoma
IDH‑mut, and grade II (OS: 45.8 months) for oligodendro‑
glioma IDH‑mut, 1p/19q co‑deletion, diffuse astrocytoma
IDH‑mut, anaplastic oligodendroglioma IDH‑mut, 1p/19q
co‑deletion, and anaplastic astrocytoma IDH‑mut (Fig. 4B).
The accuracy introduced by the molecular biomarkers
(IDH status and 1p/19q co‑deletion) allowed a better classifica‑
tion of the diagnosis and prognosis of patients with gliomas.
Discussion
In the present study, we evaluated the impact of the new 2016
WHO classification of the CNS tumors in a cohort of 119 DGs
from Argentine patients, previously classified according to the
2007 WHO classification based only on histological charac‑
teristics. Integrated diagnosis allowed defining tumor lineage
in all cases.
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Table II. Reclassification of the 119 cases according to the updated 2016 World Health Organization classification.
Grade

No.

Grade II		
Oligodendroglioma IDH‑mutant,1p/19q‑codeleted
5
Diffuse astrocytoma IDH‑mutant
8
Diffuse astrocytoma IDH‑wild type
2
Grade III		
Anaplastic oligodendroglioma IDH‑mutant, 1p/19q‑codeleted
3
Anaplastic astrocytoma IDH‑mutant
6
Anaplastic astrocytoma IDH‑wild type
10
Grade IV		
Glioblastoma IDH‑mutant
7
Glioblastoma IDH‑wild type
78

Percentage
4.20
6.72
1.68
2.52
5.04
8.40
5.88
65.56

IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase gene.

Figure 2. Reclassification of 119 tumors according to the updated 2016 WHO classification. A, astrocytoma; UG, unclassified glioma; O, oligodendroglioma;
OA, oligoastrocytoma; DA, diffuse astrocytoma; AO, anaplastic oligodendroglioma; AA, anaplastic astrocytoma; GBM, glioblastoma; IDH, isocitrate dehy‑
drogenase; wt, wild‑type; mut, mutant; WHO, World Health Organization.

Our results showed that 18.5% of the samples were
re‑classified. This change in glioma subgroups was asso‑
ciated with the introduction of the 1p/19q co‑deletion,
which was decisive in the subdivision of astrocytomas and
oligodendrogliomas, as well as in the disappearance of the
oligoastrocytoma subgroup. According to the new WHO
classification, diagnosis of oligoastrocytomas should be
extremely rare, since they can be re‑classified as astrocytoma
or oligodendroglioma by incorporating molecular and cyto‑
genetic data (25). These results correlate with other studies,
which have reported that the main changes in the 2016 WHO
classification were in the astrocytoma and oligodendroglioma
subgroups (26,27).

Although the low number of oligodendroglioma cases in
our cohort is a limitation, the variability between different
studies demonstrates the difficulty of correct diagnosis of
this tumor subgroup without the introduction of molecular
biomarkers (26,27).
Recently, the Consortium to Inform Molecular and
Practical Approaches to CNS Tumor Taxonomy‑ Not Official
WHO (cIMPACT‑NOW) recommended diagnostic criteria for
‘Diffuse astrocytic glioma, IDH‑wild type, with molecular
features of glioblastoma, WHO grade IV’ (28). Different
studies have demonstrated the importance of identifying
IDH‑wild type diffuse or anaplastic astrocytomas that would
behave most aggressively, similarly to glioblastomas, and thus
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Figure 3. Survival probability according to the (A) previous World Health Organization classification and (B) updated classification. The mean survival time
is reported with 95% CI. 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; DF, degrees of freedom.

Figure 4. Survival probability of tumor subgroups according to the 2016 World Health Organization classification. (A) Tumor grade‑based Ki‑67 labeling
index and IDH status. (B) Classification of tumor grade based on the patient's overall survival. The mean survival time is reported with 95% CI. 95% CI, 95%
confidence interval; DF, degrees of freedom; IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase; wt, wild‑type; mut, mutant.

with a clinical course corresponding to WHO grade IV (29‑31).
Epidermal growth factor receptor amplification, combined
with whole chromosome 7 gain and whole chromosome 10
loss (+ 7/- 10) and telomerase reverse transcriptase promoter
mutation, will soon be used to test our cases and results will
be published.
The most frequent IDH mutation in DGs was p.R132H
of the IDH1 gene, which can be reliably detected with
IDH1‑R132H IHC staining. However, four IDH muta‑
tions (p.R132C of the IDH1 gene and p.R172G, p.R172C
and p.R172K of the IDH2 gene) could not be detected by
this method, causing a misdiagnosis of these tumors.
IDH‑mutant tumors with immunostaining zones negative for

IDH1‑R132H have been reported, probably due to the loss
of the IDH1‑mutant allele in those tumor portions. In these
cases, a confirmatory genetic analysis may be needed (32).
In IDH‑mutant gliomas, the 1p/19q co‑deletion is pathogno‑
monic for oligodendrogliomas (23).
Glioblastoma was the most frequent type of glioma
(71.4%) diagnosed at our cohort and was subclassified
according to the IDH status. Glioblastoma IDH‑mutant
accounted for 8.2% of all glioblastomas. These results
were similar to those previously reported for other
cohorts (23,26,27). All gliomas classified as glioblastoma
with the 2007 WHO classification remained the same after
the revision of the cases and molecular tests performed,
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indicating that the morphological criteria for glioblastoma
were unequivocal.
Astrocytoma IDH‑wt and IDH‑mut showed frequencies
(10.1 and 11.7% respectively) similar to those previously
reported (23,26,27). These differences in astrocytoma diag‑
nosis could be related to their diagnostic re‑classification,
overall, to glioblastoma. This could be explained by the fact
that, currently, the classification between astrocytoma and
glioblastoma depends only on the tumor histological charac‑
teristics.
During a median follow‑up of 2 years (range 0.0-15.0 years),
95 out of the 119 patients had died. We evaluated the survival
data according to the histological grade by univariate analysis
(Fig. 3). Both the 2007 and the 2016 WHO classifications of
gliomas were prognostic for OS (P= 0.001 and P<0.001, respec‑
tively). We found that the 2016 WHO classification was highly
accurate in predicting OS, confirming the value of adding
molecular characteristics to diagnosis, especially the 1p/19q
co‑deletion to define tumor lineage. Patients with grade II
gliomas had longer OS than those with grade III and IV
gliomas in both classifications.
We next analyzed the impact of the IDH status on the
tumor grade (Fig. 4A). IDH‑mut gliomas were the molecular
subgroup associated with the longest OS in all cases, compared
to IDH‑wt tumors (grade II: 46.8 vs. 22.0 months; grade III:
41.3 vs. 12.8 months; grade IV: 17.4 vs. 10.2 months). These
results suggest that the IDH status is a strong biomarker of
prognosis. These mutations change the enzymatic activity,
allowing α‑ketoglutarate to be reduced to 2‑hydroxygluta‑
rate in a NADPH‑dependent reaction (33). This leads to an
accumulation of high levels of 2‑hydroxyglutarate in glioma
tissues, which can inhibit several enzymes, causing epigen‑
etic alterations in DNA and histones, and thus altering gene
expression and promoting oncogenic transformation (34).
Thus, the IDH status allows identifying a subgroup of glial
tumors that have a better survival prognosis (14). In addition,
these data are in accordance with previous studies indicating
that IDH‑mut gliomas are associated with a better prognosis
than IDH‑wt tumors (26,35,36). In our study, we were able to
re‑classify tumor grades based on OS and not using the Ki‑67
labeling index (Fig. 4B). Previous studies in astrocytic tumors
have reported that this index could not correctly determine
the WHO grade or estimate the OS of patients (37). At this
point, the histological evaluation of the H&E‑stained tissues
and the detection of the IDH status would be more suitable to
determine the tumor grade.
The main limitation of this study was the biased distribu‑
tion of tumors, which included many glioblastomas IDH‑wt,
and a small number of tumors of the other categories. Despite
this, we found that the incorporation of molecular biomarkers
in the new WHO classification improves tumor characteriza‑
tion and prognostic value of the subgroups. The impact was
greater for low‑grade gliomas, mainly oligodendrogliomas.
This would allow better treatment options for the patients.
In summary, our study demonstrates the importance of
the prognostic value of the histological classification and
genetic profile based on the IDH status and 1p/19q co‑deletion.
Finally, the differentiation of subgroups based on molecular
biomarkers provides prognostic information complementary
to that provided by histological classification.
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